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• What I have learned out of teaching EU studies in non EU Countries 

in order to prepare a JM application;

• An interdisciplinary approach is promising.

• The EU process is multifaceted and needs a wide approach

• Warning! Comparative studies are not considered as European 

studies. 

• It allows also to widen the audience. 

• Chairs and modules should consider teaching as a priority.



• However (especially for Chairs) specific research related issues

have to be addressed too.

• They have to reflect first of all the scientific interests of the

proposer and of the key staff.

• It is important in the preparation of the proposal and in the

implementation of he project to establish a link between research

and dissemination. Research has to be discussed in workshops,

then published (deliverables), then disseminated. Deliverables

have to be ready in time for dissemination, before the end of the

co-financing period.

• Target groups have to be identified.

• Suggestion before starting the preparation of the application read

the guide-lines.



• My experiences in teaching EU studies in non EU countries

• The Area Study Centre for Europe at the University of Karachi 

(1999-2002)

• Dear sir,

It very sorrowful news about Brutal and Tyranny terrorist attacks and explosions in 

the city of love, Paris. We all Pakistani and specially your students University of 

Karachi, Area Study Center for Europe, condemned this shameful terrorists attack 

on innocent people of Paris. We all Pakistani are stand and support the France and 

European Union in this difficult time, also condolence for innocents people of Paris.

We all pray for you and your prosperity

Thanks Sir,

Munawar Ali Bhutto

Ph.D Student

ASCE

University of Karachi



• The Turkish experience, from Marmara University of Istanbul to 

Yildirim Beyazit University of Ankara (since 2001) 

• What I have learned:

• The need to discuss about “shared values”.  

The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, 
democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including 
the rights of persons belonging to minorities. These values are common to 
the Member States in a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, 
tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and men prevail.
The Union's aim is to promote peace, its values and the well-being of its 
peoples.
• The need to pass from solidarity  of nations to solidarity of 

civilizations. 



• The intent of the terrorist attacks of Isis is unleash the xenophobic

European right-wing groups against migrants and against the Islamic

world tout court.

• Promoting mutual acceptance is the only way to cope with such a

situation.

• Huge efforts on both sides have to be done.










